Date:
According to article 53 of the Public Entertainment Regulations 112/2010 of 31 August,
children aged under 16 are prohibited from entering discotheques, nightclubs, dance
halls, music bars, concert halls, concert-cafes and theatre-cafes except when they are
performing live and are accompanied by a parent or legal guardian. In the latter case,
the children must leave the premises as soon as the performance has finished.
By means of this document, I state that I, Mr./Ms. _ _ , of legal age and with ID card nº _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ and telephone number _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ as parent or legal
guardian of the children listed below, take responsibility for them in the course of the
event _______________________________________ at Jamboree / Tarantos:
Minors under supervision:
1. Mr./Ms. _

with ID card nº _

2. Mr./Ms. _

with ID card nº _

3. Mr./Ms. _

with ID card nº _

4. Mr./Ms. _

with ID card nº _

This responsibility means I must:
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

Accompany the minors from the time when they enter the facilities until
they leavethem. Also remain with them inside during the entire course of
the event and ensure that all of them carry their personal identification at
all times.
Prevent the children in my charge becoming involved in any kind of illegal
conduct (consumption of alcohol, narcotics, etc., violent attitudes and
altercations) and ensure they always respect the rights of other people
attending the event. Ensure their well-being and physical integrity, taking
care of them if there is any kind of problem.
Take responsibility for any damage to property or personal injury that
may be inflicted by the people in my charge while the event is going on,
always ensuring that the facilities are properly used and maintained.
Follow the indications of the professionals working at the event
concerning any matter related to the holding of the concert.
Be aware that failure to comply with any of the above points could result
in expulsion from the premises both of the person signing this
authorisation and the people in their charge.
A minor is considered to be anyone aged under

SIGNATURE OF THE PARENT OR LEGAL GUARDIAN

